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Free download Prime directive star trek the original series
(PDF)
after facing the borg menace the crew of the u s s enterprise is looking forward to a little exploration when the enigmatic
q informs them that the universe is at stake if they don t unravel the mystery of a strange planet in this star trek the next
generation novel nearly two decades ago jean luc picard took command of the u s s enterprise ncc 1701 d knowing it was
an honor without equal on her first mission the enterprise was sent to farpoint station for a simple straightforward
investigation perfect for a crew that had never served together then there was q an omnipotent lifeform that seemed
bent on placing obstacle after obstacle in the ship s and in particular in picard s way and it hadn t ended with that first
mission when he was least expected q would appear pushing prodding testing at times needling captain and crew with
seemingly silly pointless and maddening trifles then it would turn all too serious and the survival of picard s crew was in
q s hands why was it today that picard was remembering the day he took command of the enterprise d now he
commanded a new ship the enterprise e with a different crew but picard couldn t shake the feeling that something all too
familiar was going on all too awful all too q the uss stargazer a long range exploration ship commanded by captain ruhalter
is assigned to pick up descendents of the survivors of the uss valiant a ship that was lost at the far edge of the galaxy in the
very first star trek original series episode the evacuees claim that a deadly invasion force from outside the galaxy is
nearing the united federation of planets when they are ambushed by the invaders captain ruhalter is killed leaving a
young lieutenant jean luc picard in charge of the ship in the midst of a deadly confrontation picard must swiftly learn to
be an effective captain while dealing both with a crew that has not yet come to trust his judgement and with hostile
aliens more powerful than anything the federation has encountered before in a single moment the lives of three men
will be forever changed in that split second defined paradoxically by both salvation and loss they will destroy the world
and then restore it much had come before and much would come after but nothing would color their lives more than that
one isolated instant on the edge of forever in a single moment spock displaced in time watches his closest friend heed his
advice by allowing the love of his life to die in a traffic accident thereby preserving earth s history returning to the
present however spock confronts other such crises and chooses instead to willfully alter the past challenged by the thorny
demands of his logic he will have to find a way to face his conflicting decisions in a single moment that stays with spock
he preserved the timeline at the cost of jim kirk s happiness now the death of that friend will cause spock to reexamine
the fundamental choices he has made for his own life unwilling to accept his feelings of loss and regret he will seek that
which has previously eluded him complete mastery of his emotions but while his quest for the perfect geometry of total
logic will move him beyond his remorse another loss will bring him full circle to once more face the fire he has never
embraced redefining a familiar universe for a more modern time star trek the next generation introduced captain jean luc
picard the officers and crew of the u s s enterprise ncc 1701 d and the worlds of the twenty fourth century to a new
legion of star trek fans in the two decades since viewers and readers have embraced these heroes thrilled to their personal
achievements their shared victories their passionate loves and mourned their painful losses celebrate the twentieth
anniversary of this landmark series by joining these now legendary characters for all new adventures fourteen stories
that span the time from before their earliest voyages through their missions onboard the enterprise e untold tales of
intrigue action insight and exploration as told by christopher l bennett greg cox keith r a decandido bob ingersoll thomas f
zahler david a mcintee scott pearson michael schuster steve mollmann susan shwartz amy sisson james swallow geoff
trowbridge dayton ward kevin dilmore richard c white in the distant future the entire galaxy has been completely
assimilated by borg and it s king locutus the only hope for the future lies in the past in the hands of captain jean luc picard
and the crew of the starship enterprise as picard faces off against the borg collective in one final terrifying and definitive
encounter after discovering a group of human slaves on a forbidding planet captain picard and his crew sympathize with
the slaves plight but cannot interfere in a brutal slave revolt when the owners return to reclaim their property picard
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and counsellor troi are drawn into their deadly plan of vengeance from audet ix to zytchin iii this book covers it all this is
the ultimate reference book for all star trek fans added to this edition are 128 new pages this addendum highlights the
latest episodes of star trek deep space nine star trek voyager and the newest feature film star trek insurrection the
thousands of photos and hundreds of illustrations place the star trek universe at your fingertips planets and stars weapons
and ships people and places are just part of the meticulous research and countless cross reference that fill this book before
james t kirk another captain stood on the bridge of the u s s enterprise spearheading its mission of exploration into the
uncharted reaches of the galaxy he was a man driven to perfection a brooding soul whose haunted eyes reflected the
burden of the impossible standards he set for himself and for whom his longtime science officer spock one day would risk
everything yet little is truly known about the enigmatic christopher pike the events that defined him or the secrets that
consumed him from the embers of his early childhood among earth s blossoming interstellar colonies to the terrifying
conflagration that led him back to the world of his birth from the mentor who would ignite young chris s desire to return
to the stars to the career he blazed in starfleet that would end in supreme sacrifice the path of pike s astonishing life leads
through fire again and again but even amid the ashes of talos iv the forbidden world on which he would live out the
remainder of his days the dreams smoldering still within his aging radiation ravaged breast fan the flames of pike s spirit
to accomplish one final task discover how sulu rose to the captaincy of a starship in this star trek adventure set during the
original series era a vicious pirate known as the albino is cutting a deadly swath across space creating turmoil in the
klingon empire that threatens to spill into the federation but this criminal also has a secret that could shake the halls of
imperial power and his genocidal plans against the race that bore him will have consequences even he cannot imagine as
several unlikely allies join swords to bring the albino to justice hikaru sulu of the u s s excelsior klingon captains kor
koloth and kang and a hotheaded young federation diplomat named curzon dax tempered in the flames of their shared
adversity a captaincy is forged a blood oath is sworn and a hunt begins that will stretch from one generation to the next as
the cold war between the klingon empire and cardassian union intensifies the united federation of planets embark on a
controversial diplomatic solution that could change the entire future of the star trek galaxy what begins as a discovery that
would enable the klingon empire to reclaim a lost piece of its past becomes a prolonged struggle with the rapidly
expanding cardassian union enter the federation whose desire to preserve interstellar stability leads ambassador curzon dax
to broker a controversial and tenuous peace one that is not without opponents including lieutenant elias vaughn of
starfleet special ops but there s much more drama unfolding in the betreka nebula within the shadowy rooms of the
cardassian obsidian order klingon imperial intelligence and even the romulan tal shiar secret scales are being balanced and
for every gain made for the sake of peace there will come a loss the crew of the uss enterprise arrive on a remote klingon
planet and soon discover that the crew of the uss gagarin which was viciously attacked by klingons ten years ago have
been held prisoner there ever since with the assistance of the brave and honourable koloth the klingon captain from the
viewer favourite original series episode the trouble with tribbles captain kirk sets out to rescue them knowing that should
he fail the federation will deny all knowledge of his mission what s more powerful factions in the klingon goverment are
determined not to give up the prisoners even if it means obliterating every last one of them and anyone who attempts to
save them undeterred by the odds that are stacked against him kirk proceeds with his audacious plan in the course of the
rescue he discovers the secrets behind many klingon mysteries mysteries that star trek fans have been waiting to find out
why for instance did the klingons originally encountered by captain kirk appear physically different to those encountered
by later starfleet crews for the first time in the name of honor answers the question that has puzzled the star trek
universe for years in a single moment the lives of three men will be forever changed in that split second defined
paradoxically by both salvation and loss they will destroy the world and then restore it much had come before and much
would come after but nothing would color their lives more than that one isolated instant on the edge of forever in a single
moment james t kirk displaced in time allows the love of his life to die in a traffic accident thereby preserving earth s
history returning to the present he continues a storied career as a starship captain opening up the galaxy but as he
wanders among the stars the incandescence that once filled his heart remains elusive in a single moment that haunts
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james t kirk throughout his life he preserved the timeline at the cost of his happiness now facing his own death the very
fabric of existence collapses across years and light years forcing him to race against and through time itself until he comes
full circle to that one bright star by which his life has always steered captain james t kirk and the crew of the enterprise
star in all new original series adventure about a federation mining colony on the verge of destruction and the unlikely
solution that could save them from extinction original centuries ago a hardy band of survivors fleeing a planetary
catastrophe took refuge in the inhospitable asteroid belt struggling for years to make what had once been short term
mining settlements into suitable colonies for permanent civilization eventually they succeeded all too well and their
thriving population is approaching critical mass now they must make a choice to go on as they are on the crowded but
functional asteroids or to give up all they have worked for in a desperate plan to rebuild their dead home planet their
dilemma has brought them to the brink of civil war and into this volatile standoff comes the enterprise assigned a
seemingly meaningless mission to chart this sector of space faced with an advanced society on the verge of self destruction
it is up to the enterprise still carrying the weight of her demotion and disgrace to find a way to lead the survivors to
peace kirk spock mccoy gibt es jemanden dem diese namen nichts sagen die drei männer der enterprise sind inzwischen
geradezu ikonische figuren der science fiction seit mitte der 1960er jahre fliegt die u s s enterprise ncc 1701 unter dem
kommando von captain kirk durch den weltraum und dringt in galaxien vor die nie ein mensch zuvor gesehen hat nach
jahrtausendlangem krieg könnten die planeten prastor und distrel endlich dauerhaften frieden erreicht haben doch
captain kirk der die angelegenheit für die föderation untersucht muss schockiert feststellen dass es sich bei dem
friedensstifter um keinen anderen als den berüchtigten gauner harcourt fenton mudd handelt mudd behauptet sich
geändert zu haben aber kirk hat so seine zweifel er ist davon überzeugt dass mudd eine art betrug vorhaben muss doch
was hat er vor kirk muss die antwort schnell finden bevor der frieden unendlichem krieg weicht when earth command
first defeated the romulans and the neutral zone was established it was with the help of other races across the galaxy out
of those first uneasy but crucial alliances came the united federation of planets and its combined forces starfleet but the
close confines of a starship with so many different races and personalities on board creates tensions across all the ranks
control of what could grow to be the greatest power in the galaxy is at stake and no one can take it lightly so when the
flagship of the new federation fleet is up for grabs among six new starfleet captains admiral ed walker is determined to
keep this jewel and all of starfleet with her away from the scientists and under military command walker chooses captain
aaron stiles as his protege in this endeavour stiles bent on avenging the death of his brother jake faces stiff resistance from
walker s rebellious space jock nephew dane and scientist captain bryce shumar but they face their biggest threat of all in
an unknown alien race destroying the bases of the oreias system can they ignore their differences and pull together to
ensure that starfleet and the federation has a future the starship enterprise is assigned to attend the ceremony that will
unite a world the focus of the ceremony is a pair of siamese twins named abon and delor who represent the united
factions of the planet nador disaster strikes when assassination attempts are made against the twins who embody the hopes
and dreams of the formerly war torn planet s entire population captain james t kirk must root out the assassins from
whatever hiding places they are striking from whether they be hidden in deep places or even in plain sight meanwhile
dr mccoy must perform a radical surgical procedure in a desperate attempt to save abon and delor s lives the man who
portrayed captain james t kirk brings together both generations of characters from the star trek television shows in a new
novel that finds kirk and captain jean luc picard facing an unstoppable enemy in a battle for all life existence in this galaxy
and beyond boldly go where no man has gone before and discover the real science behind the cyborgs starships aliens and
antimatter of the star trek galaxy star trek is one of the highest grossing media franchises of all time it has changed our
cultural landscape in so many ways since it first aired in 1966 the franchise has generated billions of dollars in revenue
leading to a wide range of spin off games novels toys and comics star trek is noted for its social science too with its
progressive civil rights stances and its celebration of future diversity that began with the original series one of television s
first multiracial casts the science of star trek explores one of the greatest science fiction universes ever created and
showcases the visionary tech that inspired and influenced the real world science of today the perfect star trek gift for fans
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of the franchise this book addresses many unanswered burning questions including what can star trek tell us about aliens
in our milky way how has star trek influenced space culture what can star trek tell us about planet hunting what star
trek machines came true when will we boldly go learn more about one of our favorite modern epics with the science of
star trek the planet selva a lush colony world settled by a hardy group of humans who found theplanet already inhabited
by a small gang of young klingons when violence erupts between the two groupas captain picard and the u s s enterprise
are sent to reder assistance worf leads a landing party to the planet while the starship enterprise is called away on another
urgent mission on selva worf and his party find that the old hatreds and prejudices between humans and klingons are
revived and the settlers are out for blood now worf must prevent a horrible massacre before all of them fall prey to selva s
deadly secret and raging fury when ancient alien technology is found on a colony world when robot soldiers from an eons
old interstellar battle restart their war in a highly populated sector when a global computer system starts to break down or
take over in goes the starfleet corps of engineers overseen by captain montgomery scott from his office at starfleet
headquarters the s c e can build rebuild program reprogram assemble reassemble or just figure out everything from alien
replicators to to doomsday machines just don t expect them to perform miracles unless they have to the u s s enterpriseè
has defeated a gigantic marauding starship from parts unknown now that the immediate threat has been neutralized the s
c e has been called in to probe the vanquished hulk in search of both new technology and the secret of its origin
lieutenant commander geordi la forge has temporarily transferred from the enterprise to assist captain david gold and the
crew of the s c e ship the u s s da vinci on this fascinating mission la forge works with gold and his top of the line group of
technical specialists to unravel the high tech mysteries of the supposedly dead alien vessel only to discover that the real
danger has just begun from the public s first glimpse of the original starship enterprise to the brave new worlds explored
in star trek voyager the never ending phenomenon that is star trek has treated generations of viewers to a dazzling
barrage of unforgettable images of the future bizarre alien beings breathtaking extraterrestrial landscapes exotic costumes
state of the art special effects and remarkably convincing futuristic sets and props and equipment have brought gene
roddenberry s inspiring vision to life before the public s awestruck eyes the art of star trek is a one of a kind gallery of
star trek artwork as well as tribute to the many artists designers and technicians whose diverse talents and imagination
created the distinctive look of the star trek universe every incarnation of star trek is explored the original series the
animated series star trek the next generation star trek deep space nine and star trek voyager and the films with the
complete behind the scenes story of star trek s design history with hundreds of full color illustrations and photographs
many from private collections readers will at last be able to linger on star trek s rich visual legacy and trace the evolution
of and images from their initial conceptions to their final form on television and film screens like all great works of art the
many sights and visual surprises of star trek have been built from scratch through a combination of inspiration and
painstaking effort the art of star trek covers the entire universe of star trek artwork and production design to reveal how
in all of its various forms star trek has allowed us to look boldly into the future and see what no one has seen before the art
of star trek is the art of pure imagination the art of a bright hopeful future and the art of three remarkable decades on
nonstop action and adventure lavishly illustrated it is a book to be read and referred to time after time as well as one that
will become a cherished chronicle fo star trek s first thirty years during the dominion war the federation set a trap for its
enemies and secretly armed the neutral planet tezwa with high tech weapons violating its non aggression pact with the
klingon empire in the process now tezwa s ruthless prime minister is flexing his world s military muscle and threatening
both federation and klingon border worlds and captain picard and the starship enterprise crew are caught in the middle of
what could be their last battlefield after voyager s seven of nine is accidentally transported across time and space to come
face to face with captain james t kirk of the u s s enterprise kirk knows that he must help her get back to the future
before her presence in the past can pose a threat to the universe s timeline an enemy so intractable that it cannot be
reasoned with the entire race thinks with one mind and strives toward one purpose to add our biological distinctiveness to
their own and wipe out individuality to make every living thing borg in over two centuries the federation has never
encountered a greater threat twice starfleet assembled and threw countless starships to stand against them the borg were
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stopped the price paid in blood humanity breathed a sigh of relief assuming it was safe and with the destruction of the
transwarp conduits the federation believed that the killing blow had finally been struck against the borg driven to the
point of extinction the borg continue to fight for their very existence for their culture they will not be denied they must
not be stopped the old rules and assumptions regarding how the collective should act have been dismissed now the borg
kill first assimilate later when the enterprise manages to thwart them once again the borg turn inward the dark places
that even the drones never realized existed are turned outward against the enemy they have never been able to defeat
what is revealed is the thing that no one believed the borg could do with the release of the hit feature star trek nemesis
this is the perfect opportunity to update this book with all of the star movies featuring the next generation cast here is the
complete official guide to every episode of the television adventures of the starship enterprise and all four of the major
motion pictures from star trek generations to latest star trek nemesis this companion is a compendium of information
including plot summaries and credits for each show and motion picture as well as fascinating behind the scenes glimpses
into creation of the next generation take a glimpse into the shows incredible seven year run where it reigned at the very
top of the syndicated television ratings illustrated with more than 150 black and white photographs this is the official
reference guide to star trek the next generation features 27 stories adapted from star trek s landmark first season if you
think you know how it all began think again young jim kirk wants nothing to do with starfleet and never wants to leave
earth in the summer of 2249 he s a headstrong seventeen year old barely scraping by in san francisco haunted by horrific
memories from his past in the same city a nineteen year old alien named spock is determined to rise above the emotional
turmoil of his mixed species heritage he s determined to show his parents he has what it takes to be vulcan even if it
means exposing a mysterious conspiracy at the heart of the vulcan embassy stretching to the farthest reaches of the
federation s borders there a chilling new threat has arisen to test the federation s deepest held belief that war is a thing of
the past and that a secure future can be forged through peaceful means alone but it is in san francisco home to starfleet
academy where that threat will be met by two troubled teenage boys driven to solve the mystery that links them both in
time the universe will come to know these young rebels as captain james t kirk and mr spock two of the federation s
greatest heroes yet before they were heroes they were simply conflicted teenagers filled with raw ambition and talent
not yet seasoned by wisdom and experience searching for their own unique directions in life a destiny they ll discover on
one fateful night in san francisco when two lives collide and two legends are born star trek academy collision course sets
the stage for an exciting new era of star trek adventure and for the first time reveals kirk and spock as they were and
how they began their journey to become the kirk and spock we know today in the third book in pocket books new star
trek fiction series star trek titan an alien distress call leads titan and her crew to an uncharted region of space and a
complex ethical dilemma the machine age after the apparent death of james t kirk on the u s s enterpris ncc 1701 b
montgomery scott decides to leave starfleet a chance encounter with a mysterious woman named guinan leads him to
hitch a ride on the u s s jenolen which crashes into a dyson sphere leaving only scotty to survive suspended as a
transporter pattern seventy five years later he is revived aboard the enterprise d on which guinan serves as bartender
but fate has not finished with either scotty or guinan the engineer hatches an audacious plan to travel back in time and
rescue jim kirk the moment before he would vanish into the nexus and bring him back to the twenty fourth century
without damaging the timeline scotty s plan however does not go as expected though kirk is rescued the famed captain
and the engineer as well as captain picard guinan and the crew of the enterprise d are trapped in an altered past where
there is no federation and no human race sarek of vulcan leads a ragtag collection of species fighting a losing battle against
the borg who have swarmed into the alpha quadrant and assimilated earth starfleet s finest miracle worker must find a
way to restore the timeline before the galaxy is overrun lieutenant melora pazlar first seen in the deep space nine episode
that bears her name melora is the only elaysian in starfleet stationed on board the uss enterprise six years after her short
lived romance with dr bashir she receives a desperate call for help from her crystalline multi species homeworld when
subspace contact fails captain picard sends the enterprise to investigate only to find the ship nearly torn apart by a
dimensional rift and stranded badly damaged below the shields that protect the carefully constructed planet with both
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escape and rescue impossible picard and crew set out to discover the cause of the rift and the strange cancerous growth in
the crystal choking the planet itself a federation ship attempts to reach the enterprise but is destroyed and when thoron
radiation threatens to kill the crew all signs on the planet point to sabotage on the cusp of their epic battle with shinzon
many of captain jean luc picard s long time crew were heading for new assignments and new challenges among the
changes were william riker s promotion to captain and his new command riker s marriage to counselor deanna troi and dr
beverly crusher s new career at starfleet medical but the story of what set them on a path away from the starship
enterprise has never been told until now it was supposed to be a mission of mercy until the unthinkable occurred the
destruction of the u s s juno killing all hands on board starfleet command has unjustly assessed the actions of captain picard
and the enterprise crew during that fateful assignment to the rashanar battle site the sector that saw one of the fiercest
conflicts of the dominion war and which is now a hazardous interstellar graveyard filled with hundreds of devastated
starships while the court ordered medical evaluation that relieved picard of command is ongoing there is growing
speculation that his illustrious career may be coming to an end to clear his former commander acting captain william riker
and a demoralized skeleton crew agree to conduct a covert operation and must venture the starship enterprise back into
rashanar to track down a mythical menace one that may already be responsible for the annihilation of countless fully
armed starships unbridled hostility and the promise of death lurk at every turn but they could never imagine that their
only chance of survival may lie in the unexpected return of a long absent friend written by fans especially for star trek
fans this is the sixth anthology featuring original stories based on characters from the tv shows up to and including star
trek voyager the ultimate insider s guide to the making of the original classic television series this photo filled volume
takes a truly all encompassing look behind the scenes at the phenomenon of star trek spanning the epic science fiction
franchise s fifty one year history a breathtaking collection of the most compelling star trek facts and trivia including
events from both on and off screen available in 100 concise lists since gene roddenberry s original series first aired in 1966
star trek has become a pop culture phenomenon and one of the largest global properties of all time entertaining and fun
star trek the book of lists catalogs the most compelling facts about the original series and its spin offs as well as its thirteen
films gathered together and broken down into one hundred lists including historical figure cameos crew crossovers
memorable deaths intergalactic threats enemies and villains compiling a galaxy s worth of information in one handy
digest star trek the book of lists is a fascinating historical record of the star trek universe for both hardcore fans and causal
viewers sequel to the dark veil by james swallow during a routine mission to survey domarus iv a shuttle operated by
data troi and wesley crusher is captured by tenirans and then disappears leaving captain picard and the perplexed teniran
captain to figure out why featuring an introduction by star trek production designer herman zimmerman the art of star
trek presents a gallery of sketches drawings paintings miniatures props graphics and backstage photographs most never
before published exploring every incarnation of the series
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Star Trek: The Next Generation: Q&A

2007-09-25

after facing the borg menace the crew of the u s s enterprise is looking forward to a little exploration when the enigmatic
q informs them that the universe is at stake if they don t unravel the mystery of a strange planet in this star trek the next
generation novel nearly two decades ago jean luc picard took command of the u s s enterprise ncc 1701 d knowing it was
an honor without equal on her first mission the enterprise was sent to farpoint station for a simple straightforward
investigation perfect for a crew that had never served together then there was q an omnipotent lifeform that seemed
bent on placing obstacle after obstacle in the ship s and in particular in picard s way and it hadn t ended with that first
mission when he was least expected q would appear pushing prodding testing at times needling captain and crew with
seemingly silly pointless and maddening trifles then it would turn all too serious and the survival of picard s crew was in
q s hands why was it today that picard was remembering the day he took command of the enterprise d now he
commanded a new ship the enterprise e with a different crew but picard couldn t shake the feeling that something all too
familiar was going on all too awful all too q

Star Trek-the Motion Picture

1979

the uss stargazer a long range exploration ship commanded by captain ruhalter is assigned to pick up descendents of the
survivors of the uss valiant a ship that was lost at the far edge of the galaxy in the very first star trek original series
episode the evacuees claim that a deadly invasion force from outside the galaxy is nearing the united federation of planets
when they are ambushed by the invaders captain ruhalter is killed leaving a young lieutenant jean luc picard in charge
of the ship in the midst of a deadly confrontation picard must swiftly learn to be an effective captain while dealing both
with a crew that has not yet come to trust his judgement and with hostile aliens more powerful than anything the
federation has encountered before

The Valiant

2012-08-28

in a single moment the lives of three men will be forever changed in that split second defined paradoxically by both
salvation and loss they will destroy the world and then restore it much had come before and much would come after but
nothing would color their lives more than that one isolated instant on the edge of forever in a single moment spock
displaced in time watches his closest friend heed his advice by allowing the love of his life to die in a traffic accident
thereby preserving earth s history returning to the present however spock confronts other such crises and chooses instead
to willfully alter the past challenged by the thorny demands of his logic he will have to find a way to face his conflicting
decisions in a single moment that stays with spock he preserved the timeline at the cost of jim kirk s happiness now the
death of that friend will cause spock to reexamine the fundamental choices he has made for his own life unwilling to
accept his feelings of loss and regret he will seek that which has previously eluded him complete mastery of his emotions
but while his quest for the perfect geometry of total logic will move him beyond his remorse another loss will bring him
full circle to once more face the fire he has never embraced
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Star Trek: The Original Series: Crucible: Spock: The Fire and the Rose

2006-11-28

redefining a familiar universe for a more modern time star trek the next generation introduced captain jean luc picard the
officers and crew of the u s s enterprise ncc 1701 d and the worlds of the twenty fourth century to a new legion of star
trek fans in the two decades since viewers and readers have embraced these heroes thrilled to their personal
achievements their shared victories their passionate loves and mourned their painful losses celebrate the twentieth
anniversary of this landmark series by joining these now legendary characters for all new adventures fourteen stories
that span the time from before their earliest voyages through their missions onboard the enterprise e untold tales of
intrigue action insight and exploration as told by christopher l bennett greg cox keith r a decandido bob ingersoll thomas f
zahler david a mcintee scott pearson michael schuster steve mollmann susan shwartz amy sisson james swallow geoff
trowbridge dayton ward kevin dilmore richard c white

Star Trek: The Next Generation: The Sky's the Limit

2007-10-16

in the distant future the entire galaxy has been completely assimilated by borg and it s king locutus the only hope for the
future lies in the past in the hands of captain jean luc picard and the crew of the starship enterprise as picard faces off
against the borg collective in one final terrifying and definitive encounter

Star Trek: The Next Generation - Hive

2013

after discovering a group of human slaves on a forbidding planet captain picard and his crew sympathize with the slaves
plight but cannot interfere in a brutal slave revolt when the owners return to reclaim their property picard and
counsellor troi are drawn into their deadly plan of vengeance

Chains of Command

1992

from audet ix to zytchin iii this book covers it all this is the ultimate reference book for all star trek fans added to this
edition are 128 new pages this addendum highlights the latest episodes of star trek deep space nine star trek voyager and
the newest feature film star trek insurrection the thousands of photos and hundreds of illustrations place the star trek
universe at your fingertips planets and stars weapons and ships people and places are just part of the meticulous research
and countless cross reference that fill this book

The Star Trek Encyclopedia

2011-05-17

before james t kirk another captain stood on the bridge of the u s s enterprise spearheading its mission of exploration into
the uncharted reaches of the galaxy he was a man driven to perfection a brooding soul whose haunted eyes reflected the
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burden of the impossible standards he set for himself and for whom his longtime science officer spock one day would risk
everything yet little is truly known about the enigmatic christopher pike the events that defined him or the secrets that
consumed him from the embers of his early childhood among earth s blossoming interstellar colonies to the terrifying
conflagration that led him back to the world of his birth from the mentor who would ignite young chris s desire to return
to the stars to the career he blazed in starfleet that would end in supreme sacrifice the path of pike s astonishing life leads
through fire again and again but even amid the ashes of talos iv the forbidden world on which he would live out the
remainder of his days the dreams smoldering still within his aging radiation ravaged breast fan the flames of pike s spirit
to accomplish one final task

Star Trek: The Original Series: Burning Dreams

2006-08-01

discover how sulu rose to the captaincy of a starship in this star trek adventure set during the original series era a vicious
pirate known as the albino is cutting a deadly swath across space creating turmoil in the klingon empire that threatens to
spill into the federation but this criminal also has a secret that could shake the halls of imperial power and his genocidal
plans against the race that bore him will have consequences even he cannot imagine as several unlikely allies join swords
to bring the albino to justice hikaru sulu of the u s s excelsior klingon captains kor koloth and kang and a hotheaded young
federation diplomat named curzon dax tempered in the flames of their shared adversity a captaincy is forged a blood oath
is sworn and a hunt begins that will stretch from one generation to the next

Star Trek: The Original Series: Excelsior: Forged in Fire

2007-12-26

as the cold war between the klingon empire and cardassian union intensifies the united federation of planets embark on a
controversial diplomatic solution that could change the entire future of the star trek galaxy what begins as a discovery that
would enable the klingon empire to reclaim a lost piece of its past becomes a prolonged struggle with the rapidly
expanding cardassian union enter the federation whose desire to preserve interstellar stability leads ambassador curzon dax
to broker a controversial and tenuous peace one that is not without opponents including lieutenant elias vaughn of
starfleet special ops but there s much more drama unfolding in the betreka nebula within the shadowy rooms of the
cardassian obsidian order klingon imperial intelligence and even the romulan tal shiar secret scales are being balanced and
for every gain made for the sake of peace there will come a loss

The Star Trek: The Lost era: 2328-2346: The Art of the Impossible

2003-10-01

the crew of the uss enterprise arrive on a remote klingon planet and soon discover that the crew of the uss gagarin which
was viciously attacked by klingons ten years ago have been held prisoner there ever since with the assistance of the
brave and honourable koloth the klingon captain from the viewer favourite original series episode the trouble with
tribbles captain kirk sets out to rescue them knowing that should he fail the federation will deny all knowledge of his
mission what s more powerful factions in the klingon goverment are determined not to give up the prisoners even if it
means obliterating every last one of them and anyone who attempts to save them undeterred by the odds that are stacked
against him kirk proceeds with his audacious plan in the course of the rescue he discovers the secrets behind many
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klingon mysteries mysteries that star trek fans have been waiting to find out why for instance did the klingons originally
encountered by captain kirk appear physically different to those encountered by later starfleet crews for the first time in
the name of honor answers the question that has puzzled the star trek universe for years

In The Name Of Honor

2012-10-30

in a single moment the lives of three men will be forever changed in that split second defined paradoxically by both
salvation and loss they will destroy the world and then restore it much had come before and much would come after but
nothing would color their lives more than that one isolated instant on the edge of forever in a single moment james t kirk
displaced in time allows the love of his life to die in a traffic accident thereby preserving earth s history returning to the
present he continues a storied career as a starship captain opening up the galaxy but as he wanders among the stars the
incandescence that once filled his heart remains elusive in a single moment that haunts james t kirk throughout his life he
preserved the timeline at the cost of his happiness now facing his own death the very fabric of existence collapses across
years and light years forcing him to race against and through time itself until he comes full circle to that one bright star
by which his life has always steered

Star Trek: The Original Series: Crucible: Kirk: The Star to Every Wandering

2007-02-27

captain james t kirk and the crew of the enterprise star in all new original series adventure about a federation mining
colony on the verge of destruction and the unlikely solution that could save them from extinction original

Star Trek: The Original Series: Devil's Bargain

2013-02-26

centuries ago a hardy band of survivors fleeing a planetary catastrophe took refuge in the inhospitable asteroid belt
struggling for years to make what had once been short term mining settlements into suitable colonies for permanent
civilization eventually they succeeded all too well and their thriving population is approaching critical mass now they
must make a choice to go on as they are on the crowded but functional asteroids or to give up all they have worked for in
a desperate plan to rebuild their dead home planet their dilemma has brought them to the brink of civil war and into this
volatile standoff comes the enterprise assigned a seemingly meaningless mission to chart this sector of space faced with an
advanced society on the verge of self destruction it is up to the enterprise still carrying the weight of her demotion and
disgrace to find a way to lead the survivors to peace

Star Trek: A Time To Harvest

2012-10-16

kirk spock mccoy gibt es jemanden dem diese namen nichts sagen die drei männer der enterprise sind inzwischen
geradezu ikonische figuren der science fiction seit mitte der 1960er jahre fliegt die u s s enterprise ncc 1701 unter dem
kommando von captain kirk durch den weltraum und dringt in galaxien vor die nie ein mensch zuvor gesehen hat nach
jahrtausendlangem krieg könnten die planeten prastor und distrel endlich dauerhaften frieden erreicht haben doch
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captain kirk der die angelegenheit für die föderation untersucht muss schockiert feststellen dass es sich bei dem
friedensstifter um keinen anderen als den berüchtigten gauner harcourt fenton mudd handelt mudd behauptet sich
geändert zu haben aber kirk hat so seine zweifel er ist davon überzeugt dass mudd eine art betrug vorhaben muss doch
was hat er vor kirk muss die antwort schnell finden bevor der frieden unendlichem krieg weicht

Star Trek The Original Series 4

2018-08-03

when earth command first defeated the romulans and the neutral zone was established it was with the help of other races
across the galaxy out of those first uneasy but crucial alliances came the united federation of planets and its combined
forces starfleet but the close confines of a starship with so many different races and personalities on board creates tensions
across all the ranks control of what could grow to be the greatest power in the galaxy is at stake and no one can take it
lightly so when the flagship of the new federation fleet is up for grabs among six new starfleet captains admiral ed walker
is determined to keep this jewel and all of starfleet with her away from the scientists and under military command
walker chooses captain aaron stiles as his protege in this endeavour stiles bent on avenging the death of his brother jake
faces stiff resistance from walker s rebellious space jock nephew dane and scientist captain bryce shumar but they face
their biggest threat of all in an unknown alien race destroying the bases of the oreias system can they ignore their
differences and pull together to ensure that starfleet and the federation has a future

Starfleet Year One

2012-08-28

the starship enterprise is assigned to attend the ceremony that will unite a world the focus of the ceremony is a pair of
siamese twins named abon and delor who represent the united factions of the planet nador disaster strikes when
assassination attempts are made against the twins who embody the hopes and dreams of the formerly war torn planet s
entire population captain james t kirk must root out the assassins from whatever hiding places they are striking from
whether they be hidden in deep places or even in plain sight meanwhile dr mccoy must perform a radical surgical
procedure in a desperate attempt to save abon and delor s lives

Gemini

2012-07-17

the man who portrayed captain james t kirk brings together both generations of characters from the star trek television
shows in a new novel that finds kirk and captain jean luc picard facing an unstoppable enemy in a battle for all life
existence in this galaxy and beyond

Star Trek the Motion Picture

2009

boldly go where no man has gone before and discover the real science behind the cyborgs starships aliens and antimatter
of the star trek galaxy star trek is one of the highest grossing media franchises of all time it has changed our cultural
landscape in so many ways since it first aired in 1966 the franchise has generated billions of dollars in revenue leading to a
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wide range of spin off games novels toys and comics star trek is noted for its social science too with its progressive civil
rights stances and its celebration of future diversity that began with the original series one of television s first multiracial
casts the science of star trek explores one of the greatest science fiction universes ever created and showcases the visionary
tech that inspired and influenced the real world science of today the perfect star trek gift for fans of the franchise this
book addresses many unanswered burning questions including what can star trek tell us about aliens in our milky way
how has star trek influenced space culture what can star trek tell us about planet hunting what star trek machines came
true when will we boldly go learn more about one of our favorite modern epics with the science of star trek

Star Trek: Captain's Glory

2007-09-25

the planet selva a lush colony world settled by a hardy group of humans who found theplanet already inhabited by a
small gang of young klingons when violence erupts between the two groupas captain picard and the u s s enterprise are
sent to reder assistance worf leads a landing party to the planet while the starship enterprise is called away on another
urgent mission on selva worf and his party find that the old hatreds and prejudices between humans and klingons are
revived and the settlers are out for blood now worf must prevent a horrible massacre before all of them fall prey to selva s
deadly secret and raging fury

The Science of Star Trek

2022-04-05

when ancient alien technology is found on a colony world when robot soldiers from an eons old interstellar battle restart
their war in a highly populated sector when a global computer system starts to break down or take over in goes the
starfleet corps of engineers overseen by captain montgomery scott from his office at starfleet headquarters the s c e can
build rebuild program reprogram assemble reassemble or just figure out everything from alien replicators to to doomsday
machines just don t expect them to perform miracles unless they have to the u s s enterpriseè has defeated a gigantic
marauding starship from parts unknown now that the immediate threat has been neutralized the s c e has been called in
to probe the vanquished hulk in search of both new technology and the secret of its origin lieutenant commander geordi
la forge has temporarily transferred from the enterprise to assist captain david gold and the crew of the s c e ship the u s s
da vinci on this fascinating mission la forge works with gold and his top of the line group of technical specialists to unravel
the high tech mysteries of the supposedly dead alien vessel only to discover that the real danger has just begun

War Drums

1992

from the public s first glimpse of the original starship enterprise to the brave new worlds explored in star trek voyager
the never ending phenomenon that is star trek has treated generations of viewers to a dazzling barrage of unforgettable
images of the future bizarre alien beings breathtaking extraterrestrial landscapes exotic costumes state of the art special
effects and remarkably convincing futuristic sets and props and equipment have brought gene roddenberry s inspiring
vision to life before the public s awestruck eyes the art of star trek is a one of a kind gallery of star trek artwork as well as
tribute to the many artists designers and technicians whose diverse talents and imagination created the distinctive look of
the star trek universe every incarnation of star trek is explored the original series the animated series star trek the next
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generation star trek deep space nine and star trek voyager and the films with the complete behind the scenes story of star
trek s design history with hundreds of full color illustrations and photographs many from private collections readers will
at last be able to linger on star trek s rich visual legacy and trace the evolution of and images from their initial conceptions
to their final form on television and film screens like all great works of art the many sights and visual surprises of star
trek have been built from scratch through a combination of inspiration and painstaking effort the art of star trek covers the
entire universe of star trek artwork and production design to reveal how in all of its various forms star trek has allowed
us to look boldly into the future and see what no one has seen before the art of star trek is the art of pure imagination the
art of a bright hopeful future and the art of three remarkable decades on nonstop action and adventure lavishly illustrated
it is a book to be read and referred to time after time as well as one that will become a cherished chronicle fo star trek s
first thirty years

Star Trek: The Belly of the Beast

2000-08-08

during the dominion war the federation set a trap for its enemies and secretly armed the neutral planet tezwa with high
tech weapons violating its non aggression pact with the klingon empire in the process now tezwa s ruthless prime
minister is flexing his world s military muscle and threatening both federation and klingon border worlds and captain
picard and the starship enterprise crew are caught in the middle of what could be their last battlefield

The Art of Star Trek

1997-10-01

after voyager s seven of nine is accidentally transported across time and space to come face to face with captain james t
kirk of the u s s enterprise kirk knows that he must help her get back to the future before her presence in the past can
pose a threat to the universe s timeline

A Time To Kill

2012-09-18

an enemy so intractable that it cannot be reasoned with the entire race thinks with one mind and strives toward one
purpose to add our biological distinctiveness to their own and wipe out individuality to make every living thing borg in
over two centuries the federation has never encountered a greater threat twice starfleet assembled and threw countless
starships to stand against them the borg were stopped the price paid in blood humanity breathed a sigh of relief assuming
it was safe and with the destruction of the transwarp conduits the federation believed that the killing blow had finally
been struck against the borg driven to the point of extinction the borg continue to fight for their very existence for their
culture they will not be denied they must not be stopped the old rules and assumptions regarding how the collective
should act have been dismissed now the borg kill first assimilate later when the enterprise manages to thwart them once
again the borg turn inward the dark places that even the drones never realized existed are turned outward against the
enemy they have never been able to defeat what is revealed is the thing that no one believed the borg could do
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Star Trek: The Original Series: No Time Like the Past

2014-02-25

with the release of the hit feature star trek nemesis this is the perfect opportunity to update this book with all of the star
movies featuring the next generation cast here is the complete official guide to every episode of the television adventures
of the starship enterprise and all four of the major motion pictures from star trek generations to latest star trek nemesis
this companion is a compendium of information including plot summaries and credits for each show and motion picture as
well as fascinating behind the scenes glimpses into creation of the next generation take a glimpse into the shows
incredible seven year run where it reigned at the very top of the syndicated television ratings illustrated with more than
150 black and white photographs this is the official reference guide to star trek the next generation

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Before Dishonor

2007-10-30

features 27 stories adapted from star trek s landmark first season

The Star Trek: The Next Generation Companion: Revised Edition

2003-01-01

if you think you know how it all began think again young jim kirk wants nothing to do with starfleet and never wants
to leave earth in the summer of 2249 he s a headstrong seventeen year old barely scraping by in san francisco haunted by
horrific memories from his past in the same city a nineteen year old alien named spock is determined to rise above the
emotional turmoil of his mixed species heritage he s determined to show his parents he has what it takes to be vulcan
even if it means exposing a mysterious conspiracy at the heart of the vulcan embassy stretching to the farthest reaches of
the federation s borders there a chilling new threat has arisen to test the federation s deepest held belief that war is a
thing of the past and that a secure future can be forged through peaceful means alone but it is in san francisco home to
starfleet academy where that threat will be met by two troubled teenage boys driven to solve the mystery that links
them both in time the universe will come to know these young rebels as captain james t kirk and mr spock two of the
federation s greatest heroes yet before they were heroes they were simply conflicted teenagers filled with raw ambition
and talent not yet seasoned by wisdom and experience searching for their own unique directions in life a destiny they ll
discover on one fateful night in san francisco when two lives collide and two legends are born star trek academy collision
course sets the stage for an exciting new era of star trek adventure and for the first time reveals kirk and spock as they
were and how they began their journey to become the kirk and spock we know today

Star Trek

1991

in the third book in pocket books new star trek fiction series star trek titan an alien distress call leads titan and her crew to
an uncharted region of space and a complex ethical dilemma
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Star Trek: Academy: Collision Course

2008-10-28

the machine age after the apparent death of james t kirk on the u s s enterpris ncc 1701 b montgomery scott decides to
leave starfleet a chance encounter with a mysterious woman named guinan leads him to hitch a ride on the u s s jenolen
which crashes into a dyson sphere leaving only scotty to survive suspended as a transporter pattern seventy five years
later he is revived aboard the enterprise d on which guinan serves as bartender but fate has not finished with either
scotty or guinan the engineer hatches an audacious plan to travel back in time and rescue jim kirk the moment before he
would vanish into the nexus and bring him back to the twenty fourth century without damaging the timeline scotty s
plan however does not go as expected though kirk is rescued the famed captain and the engineer as well as captain picard
guinan and the crew of the enterprise d are trapped in an altered past where there is no federation and no human race
sarek of vulcan leads a ragtag collection of species fighting a losing battle against the borg who have swarmed into the
alpha quadrant and assimilated earth starfleet s finest miracle worker must find a way to restore the timeline before the
galaxy is overrun

Star Trek: Titan #3: Orion's Hounds

2005-12-27

lieutenant melora pazlar first seen in the deep space nine episode that bears her name melora is the only elaysian in
starfleet stationed on board the uss enterprise six years after her short lived romance with dr bashir she receives a
desperate call for help from her crystalline multi species homeworld when subspace contact fails captain picard sends the
enterprise to investigate only to find the ship nearly torn apart by a dimensional rift and stranded badly damaged below
the shields that protect the carefully constructed planet with both escape and rescue impossible picard and crew set out to
discover the cause of the rift and the strange cancerous growth in the crystal choking the planet itself a federation ship
attempts to reach the enterprise but is destroyed and when thoron radiation threatens to kill the crew all signs on the
planet point to sabotage

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Engines of Destiny

2005-03-01

on the cusp of their epic battle with shinzon many of captain jean luc picard s long time crew were heading for new
assignments and new challenges among the changes were william riker s promotion to captain and his new command
riker s marriage to counselor deanna troi and dr beverly crusher s new career at starfleet medical but the story of what
set them on a path away from the starship enterprise has never been told until now it was supposed to be a mission of
mercy until the unthinkable occurred the destruction of the u s s juno killing all hands on board starfleet command has
unjustly assessed the actions of captain picard and the enterprise crew during that fateful assignment to the rashanar battle
site the sector that saw one of the fiercest conflicts of the dominion war and which is now a hazardous interstellar
graveyard filled with hundreds of devastated starships while the court ordered medical evaluation that relieved picard of
command is ongoing there is growing speculation that his illustrious career may be coming to an end to clear his former
commander acting captain william riker and a demoralized skeleton crew agree to conduct a covert operation and must
venture the starship enterprise back into rashanar to track down a mythical menace one that may already be responsible
for the annihilation of countless fully armed starships unbridled hostility and the promise of death lurk at every turn but
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they could never imagine that their only chance of survival may lie in the unexpected return of a long absent friend

Gemworld Book One

2012-10-16

written by fans especially for star trek fans this is the sixth anthology featuring original stories based on characters from
the tv shows up to and including star trek voyager

A Star Trek: The Next Generation: Time #2: A Time to Die

2004-03-02

the ultimate insider s guide to the making of the original classic television series this photo filled volume takes a truly all
encompassing look behind the scenes at the phenomenon of star trek

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds VI

2003-06

spanning the epic science fiction franchise s fifty one year history a breathtaking collection of the most compelling star
trek facts and trivia including events from both on and off screen available in 100 concise lists since gene roddenberry s
original series first aired in 1966 star trek has become a pop culture phenomenon and one of the largest global properties of
all time entertaining and fun star trek the book of lists catalogs the most compelling facts about the original series and its
spin offs as well as its thirteen films gathered together and broken down into one hundred lists including historical figure
cameos crew crossovers memorable deaths intergalactic threats enemies and villains compiling a galaxy s worth of
information in one handy digest star trek the book of lists is a fascinating historical record of the star trek universe for both
hardcore fans and causal viewers

Inside Star Trek

1996

sequel to the dark veil by james swallow

Star Trek

2017-11-07

during a routine mission to survey domarus iv a shuttle operated by data troi and wesley crusher is captured by tenirans
and then disappears leaving captain picard and the perplexed teniran captain to figure out why

Star Trek: Picard: Rogue Elements

2021-08-17

featuring an introduction by star trek production designer herman zimmerman the art of star trek presents a gallery of
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sketches drawings paintings miniatures props graphics and backstage photographs most never before published exploring
every incarnation of the series

Perchance to Dream

1991

The Star Trek: The Art of Star Trek

1997-10-01
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